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Early next day we left Iztapalapa with a large escort of these great Caciques, and
followed the causeway, which is eight yards wide and goes so straight to the city of
Mexico that I do not think it curves at all. Wide though it was, it was so crowded with
people that there was hardly room for them all. Some were going to Mexico and others
coming away, besides those who had come out to see us, and we could hardly get through
the crowds that were there. For the towers and the cues [temples] were full, and they
came in canoes from all parts of the lake. No wonder, since they had never seen horses or
men like us before!
With such wonderful sights to gaze on we did not know what to say, or if this was real
that we saw before our eyes. On the land side there were great cities, and on the lake
many more. The lake was crowded with canoes. At intervals along the causeway there
were many bridges, and before us was the great city of Mexico. As for us, we were
scarcely four hundred strong, and we well remembered the words and warnings of the
people of Huexotzinco and Tlascala and Tlamanalco, and the many other warnings we
had received to beware of entering the city of Mexico . . .
When Cortés saw, heard, and was told that the great Montezuma was approaching, he
dismounted from his horse, and when he came near to Montezuma each bowed deeply to
the others. Montezuma welcomed our Captain, and Cortés, speaking through Doña
Marina, answered by wishing him very good health. Cortés, I think, offered Montezuma
his right hand, but Montezuma refused it and extended his own. Then Cortés brought out
a necklace which he had been holding. This he hung round the great Montezuma’s neck,
and as he did so attempted to embrace him. But the great princes who stood round
Montezuma grasped Cortés’ arm to prevent him, for they considered this an indignity.
Who could now count the multitude of men, women, and boys in the streets, on the rooftops and in canoes on the water-ways, who had come out to see us? It was a wonderful
sight and, as I write, it all comes before my eyes as if it had happened only yesterday.
After this ceremony, for which Cortés thanked him through our interpreters, Montezuma
said: ‘Malinche, you and your brothers are in your own house. Rest awhile.’ He then
returned to his palace, which was not far off.
We divided our lodgings by companies, and placed our artillery in a convenient spot.
Then the order we were to keep was clearly explained to us, and we were warned to be
very much on the alert, both the horsemen and the rest of us soldiers. We ate a sumptuous
dinner which they had prepared for us in their native style.
So, with luck on our side, we boldly entered the city of Tenochtitlan or Mexico on 8
November in the year of our Lord 1519.
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